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NewEdge	Introduc=on	
 Founded	in	August	2013	and	based	in	Shanghai	China	
 Fully	devoted	to	Qi	compliant	wireless	power	integrated	circuits	
for	mobile	devices	

 Available	products:	
  Both	transmi,er	and	receiver	ICs	

  Power	levels:	1/2/5/10/15	W	

 Support	custom	design	requirements 
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NewEdge	Medium	Power	Products	
 Receiver:	NE6101/NE6151	

  Programmable	output	voltage	from	3.6V	to	12V	at	200mV	steps	

  10W	at	5V	output,	larger	power	at	high	voltages	

  Built-in	quick	charging	protocol	

 TransmiKer:	NE8101/NE8151	
  Compliant	with	MP-A4	and	can	support	other	types	

  Support	QC	adapter	input	power	
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Qi	System	Model	
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Qi	Communica=ons	Systems	

  In-band	communica=on	system	
  Low	system	cost	
  Embedded	modulators	/	demodulators	required	

 Communica=on	channels	
  Forward	channel	(Tx	->	Rx)	

  Frequency	modulaQon	
  Large	signal	level	and	easy	to	detect	

  Reverse	channel	(Rx	->	Tx)	
  Amplitude	modulaQon	
  Small	signal	level	in	the	presence	of	large	power	signal	
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A	Typical	Reverse	Channel	Signal	
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Demodulating Communication Signals of Qi-Compliant Low-Power Wireless Charger Using MC56F8006 DSC, Rev. 0, 03/2013 
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Figure 6. Waveform of primary coil voltage 

 

3.1 Voltage scale down circuit 
The range of coil voltage is from 16-32 V pk-pk, and can reach levels exceeding 40 V pk-pk. As shown 
in Figure 7, the function of a voltage scale down circuit is to scale down the voltage Coil_IN to GNDA 
and Coil_OUT to GNDA.  Differential circuit is used to adjust the midpoint of the wave to 2.5 V and the 
amplitude of the wave between 0–5 V. 

 

Figure 7. Voltage scale down circuit 

Figure 8 shows the communication wave after the voltage scale down circuit. 

Communication signals 

 OUTPUT 

Communica/on	signal	has	a	very	low	amplitude	
Signal	quality	can	be	much	worse	under	various	channel	condi/ons	



Reverse	Channel	Characteris=cs	

 Small	data	signal	rides	on	top	of	a	very	large	power	signal	
 Power	signal	has	strong	high	order	harmonics	
 The	load	impedance	affects	the	data	waveform	seen	at	
the	transmiKer	
 The	ra=o	of	the	power	signal	frequency	and	the	date	rate	
varies	during	the	power	transfer	state	
 The	communica=on	channel	has	not	been	well	
characterized	
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Power	Signal	Harmonics	
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Odd	harmonics	only	 Odd	and	even	harmonics	



Circuit	Model	
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Fig. 2. Topology and modeling. (a) Basic topologies. (b) Equivalent coupling
circuit. (c) Primary circuits with reflected impedance.

supply. This high order mathematical model combines both the
primary and secondary subsystems. The theory is developed
with the assumptions of sinusoidal voltages and currents under
steady-state conditions. Moreover, the primary capacitance
is deliberately designed to compensate both the primary
self-inductance and the reflected impedance. This forces the
zero phase angle frequency of the load model to equal the
secondary resonant frequency. At this operating condition,
maximum power transfer is achieved with minimum VA rating
of the power supply. Normalization of the system parameters
is employed to achieve a general description of various LCIPT
systems enabling general bifurcation criteria to be determined
for variable frequency controllers operating under zero phase
angle control. The theory is then applied to the design of a
contactless electric vehicle battery charger. Finally, the power
transfer capability and bifurcation phenomena of the proposed
design are identified and verified practically using a suitable
experimental rig.

II. TOPOLOGIES

Four basic topologies labeled as SS, SP, PP, and PS for LCIPT
systems are shown in Fig. 2(a), where the first S or P stands for
series or parallel compensation of the primary winding and the
second S or P stands for series or parallel compensation of the
secondary winding. The subscripts “p” and “s” stand for the pri-
mary and secondary respectively, while the resistance R repre-
sents the load on the secondary. In practice, a rectifier, filter and
switched-mode controller is normally used to drive the load that
may be inductive or capacitive. However, it is usual to represent
this load as an equivalent resistance.

Using a standard mutual inductance coupling transformer
model and assuming sinusoidal voltages and currents [4], [8],
the induced voltage in the secondary due to the primary current

is equal to , while the reflected voltage in the primary
due to the secondary current is equal to , with M
the mutual inductance between the primary and secondary and

the operational frequency. The circuit in Fig. 2(b) represents
this coupling model.

III. POWER TRANSFER CAPABILITY

The power transfer capability of LCIPT system can be deter-
mined using an identical approach to that developed in [4]. Here,
the load impedance of the secondary is calculated as a lumped
impedance whose value depends on the secondary com-
pensation as given by

series compensated secondary

parallel compensated secondary.
(1)

The loading effect of the secondary on the primary circuit
is shown in Fig. 2(c) as a reflected impedance . This
impedance is dependent on the transformer coupling and
operating frequency, and is given by

(2)

Substituting (1) into (2), the reflected resistance and reactance
can be derived as

series compensated
secondary
parallel compensated
secondary

(3)
and

series compensated
secondary

parallel compensated
secondary

(4)

where the operators “ ” and “ ” represent the real and imag-
inary components of the corresponding variable, respectively.

The power transferred from the primary to the secondary is
then simply the reflected resistance multiplied by the square of
the primary current as given by

(5)

There is theoretically no limit to the power transfer capability
if the system is operated at the secondary resonant frequency
given by

(6)

The reflected resistance at this secondary resonant frequency
can be calculated from (3) using

(7)
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model and assuming sinusoidal voltages and currents [4], [8],
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due to the secondary current is equal to , with M
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the operational frequency. The circuit in Fig. 2(b) represents
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The power transfer capability of LCIPT system can be deter-
mined using an identical approach to that developed in [4]. Here,
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where the operators “ ” and “ ” represent the real and imag-
inary components of the corresponding variable, respectively.

The power transferred from the primary to the secondary is
then simply the reflected resistance multiplied by the square of
the primary current as given by
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There is theoretically no limit to the power transfer capability
if the system is operated at the secondary resonant frequency
given by
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The reflected resistance at this secondary resonant frequency
can be calculated from (3) using

(7)

•  Secondary	impedance	can	been	seen	as	reflected	impedance,	Zr,	at	the	primary	
side	

•  	Zr	is	changing	during	the	baKery	charging	process	



Digital	System	Design	

 Sampling	and	quan=za=on	
  Essen/al	for	digital	processing	
  Various	noise	and	distor/on	will	occur	from	them	
  Design	considera/ons	will	be	quite	different	from	analog	ones	

 Synchroniza=on	
  Carrier	frequency	and	phase	
  Data	clock	rate	and	/ming	
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System	Synchroniza=on	

 Carrier	
  Frequency	is	known	and	phase	is	unknown	
  Frequency	is	fixed	in	one	packet,	but,	may	differ	from	packet	to	
packet	

 Data	clock	
  Synchronized	to	the		receiver	oscillator	
  Frequency	and	phase	are	unknown	to	the	transmiKer	
  Low	frequency	accuracy	
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Design	Considera=ons	

  Sampling	and	an=-aliasing	
  High	frequency	signals	will	be	folded	back	when	sampled	
  May	overlap	with	the	desired	signal	
  Desired	signal	frequency	is	not	fixed	

  Preamble	detec=on	
  Preamble	is	used	to	detect	the	beginning	of	a	packet	
  Preamble	has	strong	informa/on	for	clock	frequency	

  Clock	synchroniza=on	
  Can	be	well	es/mated	during	the	preamble	period	
  Bi-phase	signal	has	many	transi/ons	for	clock	correc/ons	
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Physical	Layer	Data	Structure	
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5.2.2.3 Byte encoding scheme 

The Power Receiver shall use an 11-bit asynchronous serial format to transmit a data byte. This format 
consists of a start bit, the 8 data bits of the byte, a parity bit, and a single stop bit. The start bit is a ZERO. 
The order of the data bits is LSB first. The parity bit is odd. This means that the Power Receiver shall set 
the parity bit to ONE if the data byte contains an even number of ONE bits. Otherwise, the Power Receiver 
shall set the parity bit to ZERO. The stop bit is a ONE. Figure 37 shows the data byte format—including 
the differential bi-phase encoding of each individual bit—using the value 0x35 as an example. 

Figure 37. Example of the asynchronous serial format 

b0Start Parity Stopb1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7  

5.2.2.4 Packet structure 

The Power Receiver shall communicate to the Power Transmitter using Packets. As shown in Figure 38, a 
Packet consists of 4 parts, namely a preamble, a header, a message, and a checksum. The preamble 
consists of a minimum of 11 and a maximum of 25 bits, all set to ONE, and encoded as defined in Section 
5.2.2, Physical and data link layers. The preamble enables the Power Transmitter to synchronize with the 
incoming data and accurately detect the start bit of the header. 

The header, message, and checksum consist of a sequence of three or more bytes encoded as defined in 
Section 5.2.2.3, Byte encoding scheme.11 

Figure 38. Packet format 

Preamble Header Message Checksum
 

 

                                                                  

11 The Power Receiver should turn off its communications modulator after transmitting a Packet. This may cause an 
additional HI state to LO state or LO state to HI state transition in the Primary Cell current. 
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the parity bit to ONE if the data byte contains an even number of ONE bits. Otherwise, the Power Receiver 
shall set the parity bit to ZERO. The stop bit is a ONE. Figure 37 shows the data byte format—including 
the differential bi-phase encoding of each individual bit—using the value 0x35 as an example. 

Figure 37. Example of the asynchronous serial format 

b0Start Parity Stopb1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7  

5.2.2.4 Packet structure 

The Power Receiver shall communicate to the Power Transmitter using Packets. As shown in Figure 38, a 
Packet consists of 4 parts, namely a preamble, a header, a message, and a checksum. The preamble 
consists of a minimum of 11 and a maximum of 25 bits, all set to ONE, and encoded as defined in Section 
5.2.2, Physical and data link layers. The preamble enables the Power Transmitter to synchronize with the 
incoming data and accurately detect the start bit of the header. 

The header, message, and checksum consist of a sequence of three or more bytes encoded as defined in 
Section 5.2.2.3, Byte encoding scheme.11 

Figure 38. Packet format 

Preamble Header Message Checksum
 

 

                                                                  

11 The Power Receiver should turn off its communications modulator after transmitting a Packet. This may cause an 
additional HI state to LO state or LO state to HI state transition in the Primary Cell current. 
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11 The Power Receiver should turn off its communications modulator after transmitting a Packet. This may cause an 
additional HI state to LO state or LO state to HI state transition in the Primary Cell current. 

A	data	packet	

A	byte	of	data	
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Figure 14. Comparator circuits 

The following figure shows the communication wave after comparator circuit. 

 
 

Figure 15. Communication wave after the comparator circuit 

3.5 Voltage divider 
The voltage divider circuit is shown in Figure 16. The function of this circuit is to make the amplitude of 
square wave to be 3.3 V for the DSC to detect. 

 

INPUT OUTPUT 

Between 0–5V 

Periodic	waveform	at	the	front	(preamble)	
Period	indicates	the	data	rate	



NewEdge	Building	Blocks	

 Analog	front	end:	an=-aliasing	filter	and	ADC	
 Digital	mixer:	convert	received	signal	to	baseband	
 Digital	filter:	remove	harmonics	and	noise	
 Data	detector	

  Amplitude	detector	
  Preamble	detector	
  Data	detec/on	
  Timing	compensa/on	
  Bi-phase	decoder	
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A	Digital	Demodulator	System	
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Sampling	and	Filtering	
  Design	requirements	

  Sampling	frequency	high	enough	to	allow	simple	analog	an/-aliasing	filtering	
  To	accommodate	variable	power	signal	frequency	

  NewEdge	design	
  Sampling	clock	synchronized	to	power	signal	frequency	to	avoid	aliasing	–	
variable	sampling	rate	

  Digital	mixer	to	move	desired	signal	to	the	baseband	

  Use	high	order	low	pass	digital	filters	to	remove	nearby	harmonics	
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Timing	Synchroniza=on	
  Preamble	detec=on	

  Received	signal	has	a	strong	DC	due	to	power	signal	
  Use	modified	auto-correla/on	to	detect	the	preamble	signal	

  Data	bit	period	es/ma/on	
  Op/mal	decision	/ming	determina/on	

  Clock	synchroniza=on	
  Update	/ming	at	data	transi/on	points	
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Summary	

 Communica=on	quality	is	essen=al	for	wireless	charging	
systems	

 In-band	communica=on	is	a	cost	effec=ve	solu=on	

 Digital	processing	gives	more	flexibility	and	beKer	quality	

 Design	considera=ons	are	quite	different	
 NewEdge	has	a	proven	digital	implementa=on	
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